Abstract. The problem of non-uniform traffic demand in different cells of a cellular network may lead to a gross imbalance in the system performance. Thus, the users in hot cells may suffer from low throughput. In this paper, an effective and simple load balancing scheme CAC_DPLB_MCN is proposed that can effectively reduce the overall call blocking. This model considers dealing with multi-media traffic as well as time-varying geographical traffic distribution. The proposed scheme uses the concept of cell-tiering thereby creating fractional frequency reuse environment. A message exchange based distributed scheme instead of centralized one is used which help the proposed scheme be implemented in a multiple hot cell environment also. Furthermore, concept of dynamic pricing is used to serve the best interest of the users as well as for the service providers. The performance of the proposed scheme is compared with two other existing schemes in terms of call blocking probability and bandwidth utilization. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can reduce the call blocking significantly in highly congested cell with highest bandwidth utilization. Use of dynamic pricing also makes the scheme useful to increase revenue of the service providers in contrast with compared schemes.
Introduction
Mobile cellular communication is one of the fastest growing and most demanding telecommunication applications. The fast growth of the cellular market necessitates high capacity cellular systems. But, the frequency spectrum used in wireless communication is very limited. This leads to reuse the frequency as much as possible in order to support the many thousands of simultaneous calls that may arise in any typical mobile communication environment. Mobile cellular networks are evolving into versatile Internet Protocol (IP)-based wireless networks that can provide multimedia services to mobile users. Eventually, the next generation of cellular networks is expected to carry multimedia trafficcombinations of voice, video, images, or data. On one side, there exists the requirement for the traditional voice calls, which are considered as a real-time (RT) or delay sensitive service. On the other side, there exist data services which are adaptive and tolerant to delay. They can operate over a wide range of bandwidth as non-real-time (NRT) or delay tolerant services. Thus, the challenge in a multiservice system is that the radio resources should be properly distributed among multiple traffic classes so that the QoS requirements of each traffic class can be satisfied while the resources are utilized as efficiently as possible.
For enhancing capacity and coverage quality to meet the growing traffic demand, a network operator usually seeks to employ several approaches such as cell splitting and cell sectoring. However, cell splitting is very expensive when few numbers of hot cells exists in the cellular network, as it requires additional equipment such as power plant, radio transceiver, antennas etc. Also, the cell sectoring is economically not desirable since new equipment is needed to upgrade omni cell system to sectorized cell system. In addition, the increased capacity mostly remains unused during off peak hours. As the peak hours contribute only to a small portion of the day, other inexpensive alternatives should be employed to overcome such temporary congestions.
Channel Borrowing is the popularly used scheme to overcome such situation of temporary congestion during peak hours. In Channel Borrowing scheme, if a cell needs a channel in excess of the channels previously assigned to it, that cell may borrow a channel from one of its neighboring cells. The major problem with channel borrowing is that when a cell borrows a channel from a neighbor cell, other nearby cells are prohibited from using the borrowed channel because of co-channel interference. This can lead to increased call blocking over time [30] .
The main objective of reuse partitioning is to provide an increase in system capacity over that which can be achieved with a single factor, without relaxing SIR (Signal to Interference Ratio) performance requirements. In two-zone reuse partitioning, each cell is divided into Figure 1 . A two tier seven cell cellular System RCT NCT two concentric sub cells, tiers or zones, where the inner zone and outer zone, each corresponds to a different reuse factor. The idea behind reuse partitioning is that because the inner zone is closer to the base station, the power level required for a desired Carrier to Interference Ratio (CIR) in the inner zone is much lower than the outer zone. As a result, the frequency reuse factor of inner zones can be smaller than that of outer zones, which results in higher spectrum efficiency compared to the system without reuse partitioning.
In spite of the existing schemes, however, the more spectral efficient frequency reuse partitioning scheme still deserve to be studied, to improve the system performance further more. Also, based on our review work in section 2 it has been observed that none of the earlier papers on reuse partitioning have addressed the problem of congestion due to timevarying geographical traffic distributions, which led to the motivation of our work in this area. In this paper, we propose to use reuse partitioning scheme to cope with the problem of traffic overloads and thereby congestion in the cellular network during peak hours in multiple hot cell environment. Cell tiering is achieved by splitting cells into two tiers: Reduced Coverage Tier (RCT) and Normal Coverage Tier (NCT), as shown in Figure 1 .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 Review work is discussed. Section 3 defines the problem we are investigating, section 4 introduces system model used. Section 5 describes the architecture of a two-tier cellular network. Section 6 defines the various terminologies used in this paper. In section 7 key concepts used in the proposed scheme CAC_DPLB_MCN is described, whereas, the proposed call admission control scheme is described in section 8. Section 9 briefly discusses about the earlier works considered for the comparison. Section 10 discusses about simulation environment, results and performance comparisons. Conclusions are drawn in section 11.
Review Work
Radio network operators are always pursuing network planning scheme that is both performance and revenue-assuring. Time-varying geographical traffic distributions bring problem to that goal as many cells may become densely-populated with users in the case of events or emergencies. Also, few cells may experience temporary congestion during peak hours. This section presents a brief review of some of the existing load balancing approaches for mobile cellular network.
Earlier work on load balancing mostly assumed a centralized controller that governs the base stations and the mobile stations with access to all the necessary information [27] , [36] , [7] . However, centralized approaches, for load balancing, may require excessive computational complexity and message overhead, which increase exponentially with the size of the network. Distributed cell load balancing is also being considered as a basic requirement in upcoming standards. For example, IEEE 802.16m WiMAX2 recently included parameters such as cell load and cell type in the system information broadcast [19] , [16] .
A framework for user association problem in wireless networks is proposed in [18] which is specifically focused on distributed load balancing under spatially non-homogeneous traffic distributions and showed the optimality condition of cell coverage areas that minimizes generalized system performance function.
In [12] , the authors suggested a decentralized algorithm for Load Balancing in the downlink. The algorithm is based on the solution of a mixed integer optimization problem solved using Lagrangian approach [12] . The algorithm aims at optimally balancing the load, while at the same time guaranteeing low levels of Inter-Cell-Interference (ICI).
In [6] , the authors proposed a novel channel management algorithm, called distributed load balancing with selective borrowing (D-LBSB), for cellular mobile networks. The scheme proposes to migrate unused channels from suitable cold cells to the hot ones through a distributed channel borrowing algorithm. The suitability of a cold cell as a lender is determined by an optimization function consisting of three cell parameters, namely, the degree of coldness, nearness and hot cell channel blockade.
For load balancing, a cell breathing technique was investigated in [7] , [13] . It contracts (or expands) the coverage of congested (or under-loaded) cells by reducing (or rising) the power level, and therefore the load becomes more balanced.
Using smart base station antennas, a scheme is proposed [10] which dynamically changes cellular coverage size and shapes according to geographic traffic distribution.
An on-line algorithm which dynamically controls the associations of relay stations with base stations and associations of mobile units with relay stations and base stations is proposed in [33] where relay stations (RS) are used to transfer over-loaded traffic from hot cells to neighboring cooler cells.
A dynamic load balancing integrated cellular and ad hoc relay (iCAR) scheme employs ad hoc relay stations (ARS's) in the cellular network to balance traffic loads efficiently and to share channels between cells via primary and secondary relaying. Regardless of the number and position of hot cells, an iCAR based algorithm [34] for a k-tier system is developed. It is shown that perfect load balancing can be achieved and the call blocking probabilities of the hot cells can be decreased substantially.
A cell-cluster based traffic load balancing strategy to solve the problem of cell congestion in cooperative cellular networks using relays is proposed [32] .
A self-organizing load balancing [25] provides self-optimizing load balancing policies to improve adaptation and robustness of Fixed Relay Station (FRS) based cellular networks. A novel Comprehensive Load Balancing Policy Stack (CLBPS) is also proposed to utilize merits of various load balancing policies.
In [3] , the author proposed a scheme for borrowing bandwidth from the existing calls in order to admit new calls. They showed that their scheme outperforms the previous schemes in terms of call dropping probability and call blocking probability. However, they considered only two types of traffic and they did not include priority.
An energy efficient load balancing is proposed [24] for delay tolerant data services using the mobile relay nodes (vehicular relays) in cellular system. It has been shown that by trading off message delivery delay considerable savings in energy are observed while at the same time cell load imbalance can be mitigated.
Another load balancing approach [23] uses online bandwidth management algorithms for multimedia cellular networks which try to minimize the maximum available bandwidth among cells in an adaptive manner based on current network traffic conditions. This approach is able to resolve conflicting performance criteria while ensuring efficient network performance for QoS sensitive multimedia services.
A game-theoretic analysis for load balancing is presented in [4] which remarkably increase the capacity usage in the network even when the cells act in a non-cooperative way. Here the amount of load to accept or to offload is considered to be decided independently by each cell.
A hybrid dynamic load balancing algorithm in heterogeneous wireless networks for packet services [35] adopts the combination of TRU (two-dimensional resource unit) borrowing scheme and load transfer scheme among overlapping heterogeneous cells. The hot-spot cell can not only borrow TRUs from neighbor homogeneous light-loaded cell, but also can transfer loads into overlapping heterogeneous cell with light load.
This work in [14] is concerned with the dynamic load balancing problem in 3GPP LTE multi-cell networks with heterogeneous QoS requirements. It is formulated as a multiobjective optimization problem, the objectives of which are load balancing index of services with QoS requirements and network utility of other services.
In a cellular network with non-uniformly distributed traffic demand, a hot cell can borrow a channel from cold cell to fulfil its demand. But due to lending out these free channels the lender cell eventually become the hot cell and try to borrow channel from nearby cold cell. This process continues redundantly. To solve this redundant channel borrowing problem Two Thresholds [20] scheme is used. In this scheme cell states are divided into three categoriesHot cell, warm cell and cold cell. This scheme reduces redundant channel borrowing by lending out channels from warm cells.
The reuse partitioning scheme was proposed to focus on spectral efficiency more than inter-cell interference mitigation compared to predefined reuse scheme (PRS) [28] , [1] . The soft frequency reuse partitioning scheme (SFRPS) was proposed to increase spectral efficiency compared to reuse partitioning scheme (RPS) [21] , [37] .
As discussed in this section, it is evident that none of the papers have addressed the problem of reducing congestion due to geographical and multi-media traffic distributions in multiple hot cell environment which motivates to do our research work in this direction.
Problem Definition
Given a multi service mobile cellular network consisting of multiple number of cells which are associated with a limited resource (bandwidth) the issue is to distribute bandwidth and balance load so as to improve bandwidth reuse and utilize the unused capacity of the neighbour cells to cope with the problem of traffic congestion with desired quality of service (QoS). The objective is also to reduce call blocking probability and improve bandwidth utilization with increasing system load.
System Model
In this section, the traffic model and the network model used throughout the rest of the paper are presented.
Traffic Model
In this paper, different traffic types (audio, video and data) and therefore different application groups are considered. The different types of traffic are characterized by different arrival rates, service rates, and bandwidth requirements. Many applications especially audio and video transmission can support a variable bit rate. For example, MPEG-4 supports very low bit rate coding with bandwidth requirements of 5-64 Kbps [15] , while using silence detection and sophisticated coding techniques used in audio [5] result in encoding that supports variable bit rate. In this paper, it is assumed that multi service cellular network traffic is classified into two main traffic classes as shown in Figure 2 , which are referred to as delay-sensitive (alpha (α)) and delay-tolerant (gamma (γ)) ones. Class α calls have the highest priority followed by class γ calls.
It is assumed that the class alpha (α) calls belong to real time traffic with constant bit rate such as voice calls and video phone calls. Thus, the bandwidth required for real time voice and video phone calls are fixed. During congestion, on the basis of average call duration, the real time voice traffic is further categorized into three user groups (User Group A, User Group B and User Group C) as short, medium and long duration callers [Section 6.2] .
Class γ belongs to non-real time traffic with variable or unspecified bit rates such as email, remote login and file transfer services. The bandwidth requirement for class γ varies from In this paper, it is assumed that every class has a maximum (requested) bandwidth, and a minimum bandwidth. The assumption is that this class of traffic can support degraded performance down to the minimum bandwidth. The network can, if needed, borrow some bandwidth from any active call with the condition of not violating its minimum bandwidth requirement. Constant bit rate sources are a special case where the minimum bandwidth is the same as the maximum bandwidth.
All traffic types are shown in Table 1 along with their duration and bandwidth requirements.
Network Model
The proposed scheme in this paper considers a cellular system consisting of N number of hexagonal cells. Non-uniform traffic demand is considered in the given cellular network. The results from the central hexagonal cell and its six surrounding cells are used to avoid the boundary effect. Radius of each cell is R and every cell is served by a base station. Base stations are connected together by using a wireless or wired network. Initially, the total available frequency is allocated according to fixed assignment scheme to a cluster of N cells. The central cell of the cluster is assumed here to be the most congested cell for simplicity though the proposed scheme is applicable for any random hot cell and multiple hot cells due to the distributive nature of the proposed scheme.
The coverage area of each cell in the cluster is divided into two tiers: Reduced Coverage Tier (RCT) and Normal Coverage Tier (NCT). For a cluster size of N, the radii of the RCT and NCT are considered as R' and R respectively where R' = R/√N [29] . The selected value of R' ensures that bandwidth allocated at RCT of any cell in the cluster can be reused simultaneously at RCTs of all other cells in the cellular system without interference.
Both the tiers (RCT and NCT) in a cell share the same base station (or cell site). Bandwidth allocated to a particular cell can be used in both of its tiers but not simultaneously. 
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Figure 2. Traffic Types
The mobile terminals in the RCT and NCT are at different distances from the base station of the cell. The base station uses two different transmitted power levels based on the radii of the respective tiers. RCT uses lower transmitted power level than that in NCT. Different classes of calls with different priorities, arrival rates, service times, and bandwidth requirements are considered and shown in Table 1 . The call blocking ratio, the bandwidth utilization (network utilization) and system delay are the main parameters of interest. In this paper the assumptions that are being considered for the proposed scheme CAC_DPLB_MCN are as given below.
Assumptions
1. Hand-off calls are not considered in this paper to maintain simplicity.
2. The scheme CAC_DPLB_MCN is independent of specific transmission technology such as TDM, FDM or CDMA.
3. The user can receive a variable bandwidth.
4. Arrival rate in hot cells is considered to be higher than that in cold cells. 10. Each cell contains two tables named as LENDER_TABLE and BORROWER_TABLE which are described in the section 7.1.1.
Bandwidth Pools
In the proposed work, following three types of bandwidth pools are maintained at each cell. Details of the bandwidth pools are as follows:
A. Pre-allocated Bandwidth Pool
Pre-allocated Bandwidth Pool contains the relevant information about the initially allocated bandwidth at each cell. It also contains the amount of utilized bandwidth within the preallocated one and the total amount of bandwidth shared with neighbour cells i.e. the bandwidth transferred to shared bandwidth pool from the pre-allocated one at any moment during operational phase. The structure of the Pre-allocated Bandwidth Pool is given in Table 2 . Whenever a call request originates at RCT of a particular cell, the bandwidth to this call request is allocated from shared bandwidth pool of that cell. It contains the amount of shared bandwidth and the amount of utilized bandwidth within shared bandwidth for the cell itself and also for its all neighbour cells. The structure of the Shared Bandwidth Pool is given in Table 3 .
B. Shared Bandwidth Pool

C. Borrowed Bandwidth Pool
A cell can borrow unused bandwidth of its neighbours, if required. Accordingly, Borrowed Bandwidth Pool contains the relevant information about the bandwidth which is borrowed It also contains the utilized one among borrowed bandwidth for the cell and all its neighbour cells. Total amount of borrowed bandwidth and utilized bandwidth for the cell and all its neighbours are stored also within the structure. The structure of the Borrowed Bandwidth Pool is given in Table 4 .
Messages Used in the Proposed Work
In the proposed cellular system, all the base stations are directly connected together by using a wireless or wired link and they can communicate among themselves without having any centralized controller. Message exchanges among neighbour cells take place to ensure distributed load balancing which are described below.
A. UPDATE MESSAGE
It has already been mentioned that the bandwidth allocated in RCT of a cell can be reused in RCT of any other cell. The required bandwidth needs to be transferred from Pre-allocated Bandwidth Pool to Shared Bandwidth Pool to facilitate this bandwidth reuse. In the process whenever a cell transfers its pre-allocated bandwidth to its Shared Bandwidth Pool the cell transmits an UPDATE message to all of its neighbour cells so that all of them update their Shared Bandwidth Pools. The sample format of the 'UPDATE' message sent by Celli is shown in Table 5 and its working is illustrated in Figure 3 .
B. REQUEST TO SHARE RETURNED BANDWIDTH (RSRB) MESSAGE
Any cell borrowing bandwidth from another cell wants to return this borrowed bandwidth to the lender cell and also wants the lender cell to add this returned bandwidth into the lender's Shared Bandwidth Pool, the cell transmits a Request to Share Returned Bandwidth (RSRB) message to the lender cell. The structure of the RSRB message is given in Table 6 and the working is depicted in Figure 4 .
Figure 3. Working of UPDATE message
C. IS SHARED BANDWIDTH AVAILABLE (ISBA) MESSAGE
Any cell is allowed to take back its shared bandwidth from Shared Bandwidth Pool to its Preallocated Bandwidth Pool, if required. This will only be possible if all the neighbouring cells are not using that bandwidth from their respective Shared Bandwidth Pools to avoid interference. Thus, in order to know that whether the required shared bandwidth remains unutilized in all neighbour cells, the cell transmits an Is Shared Bandwidth Available (ISBA) message to all of its neighbour cells for confirmation. Format of the ISBA message is given in Table 7 .
D. BANDWIDTH RETURN REQUEST (BRR) MESSAGE
As already mentioned above, in order to take back shared bandwidth from Shared Bandwidth Pool to its pre-allocated bandwidth pool Celli first sends an ISBA message to all of its neighbours to confirm whether the required bandwidth shared by Celli remains unutilized in the Shared Bandwidth Pools of all the respective neighbours. After validation, the Celli transmits a Bandwidth Return Request (BRR) message to its neighbour cells upon which the neighbours release the specified amount of shared bandwidth from their respective Shared Bandwidth Pool and return it to the pre-allocated bandwidth pool of the Celli. Sample format of the BRR message is given in Table 8 .
Figure 4. Working of RSRB message
E. BW_AVAILABLE_MSG MESSAGE
A cell transmits a BW_AVAILABLE_MSG message to its neighbour cells to announce its wish to lend specified amount of bandwidth. Format of the BW_AVAILABLE_MSG message is given in Table 9 .
F. BW_ REQUIRED_MSG MESSAGE
A cell transmits a BW_ REQUIRED _MSG message to its neighbour cells to announce its need to borrow specified amount of bandwidth. Format of the BW_ REQUIRED _MSG message is given in Table 10 .
G. LEND_BW MESSAGE
The lender cell broadcasts a LEND_BW message to its neighbour cells to lend a specific amount of bandwidth to a borrower cell. Format of the LEND_BW message is given in Table  11 . On receipt of this message the intended borrower cell update its Borrowed Bandwidth
Pool while all other neighbour cells update their respective LENDER_TABLE and BORROWER_TABLE as discussed in section 7.1.1.
Architecture of a two-tier cellular network
The main objective of a two-tier cellular network is to provide an increase in system capacity over that which can be achieved with a single factor, without relaxing SIR (Signal to Interference Ratio) performance requirements. In two-tier cellular network, the power level required for a desired Carrier to Interference Ratio (CIR) in the inner zone is much lower than the outer zone since the inner zone is closer to the base station. Architecture of a twotier cellular network requires (i) Radius computation for reduced coverage tier and (ii) Mobile Proximity and tier selection. Those are described in the following subsections.
Radius computation for Reduced Coverage Tier (RCT)
The key characteristic of a cellular network is the ability to re-use frequencies for increasing both coverage and capacity. Adjacent cells must use different frequencies, however there is no problem with two cells sufficiently far apart operating on the same frequency. The elements that determine frequency reuse are the reuse distance and the reuse factor. The reuse distance, D is calculated as
where R is the cell radius and N is the number of cells per cluster [31] . From equation (1), we get Co-channel reuse ratio as
A small value of Q provides large capacity whereas a large value of Q improves the In Figure 5 (a) two adjacent hexagonal cells are shown which uses two different sets of frequencies (channels). The actual center-to-center distance between these two adjacent hexagonal cells is 2Rcos30º or √3R. Maintaining the co-channel reuse ratio, we can create two virtual cells at the centers of the adjacent large hexagonal cells as shown in Figure 5 (b).
Same set of frequencies can be allocated to these virtual cells if minimum co-channel distance, which equals √3R is maintained between them. Let r' is the cell radius and d'(=√3 ) is the reuse distance for these virtual cells. By using equation 2 r' can be calculated as
Mobile Proximity and Tier Selection
The channels are allocated depending on the user's location (Cell Tier) in the cell from which a channel is requested. Location of a user can be tracked by a base station. To determine the appropriate cell tier for channel allocation, predetermined Mobile Proximity Threshold (MPT) is decided on the basis of the size of RCT. The base station allocates channels based on the received signal strength indication (RSSI) from mobile terminals. The RSSI of a mobile terminal is compared with MPT to select appropriate tier for channel allocation to the mobile terminal.
IF RSSI > MPT A channel is allocated to the mobile terminal in RCT. ELSE
A channel in NCT is allocated.
Terminologies Used
ReqBWRCT / (ReqBWNCT ) : Sum of minimum required bandwidth to admit all waiting call requests in RCT/(NCT). n : the total number of ongoing calls of Application Group x.
Key Concepts used in the proposed CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme
Key concepts used in the proposed scheme are discussed below:
Resource (Bandwidth) handling
Resource (Bandwidth) handling is divided in three parts such as resource pre-allocation, resource allocation, and resource de-allocation which are described below.
Resource Pre-allocation
Resource Pre-allocation consists of the sub-schemes A. Prioritization of Call Requests in the waiting queue, B. Scanning priority queue, C. Check bandwidth availability in the cell and D. Bandwidth Accumulation which are described below.
A. Prioritization of Call Requests in the waiting queue
After the call request is added into the priority queue for waiting call requests, the call request is arranged at proper place in the queue along with other waiting call requests which is decided according to the predefined priorities of the traffic type as given in section 4.1. Equal priority call requests are sorted on the basis of their arrival time.
B. Scanning priority queue
At first the priority queue is scanned to find waiting call requests. If there exist waiting call requests in the priority queue, the sum of minimum required bandwidth to admit all waiting call requests in RCT (ReqBWRCT ) and in NCT (ReqBWNCT) are computed as follows:
=1, ∈
C. Check bandwidth availability in the cell
The celli with the help of various bandwidth pools available in the cell computes to find whether it can share bandwidth to neighbor cells or it requires additional bandwidth. To check this, following computations are performed.
Send BW_AVAILABLE_MSG to all neighbors to let them know that it can lend 'AvailableBWi' bandwidth. } ELSE {RequiredBWi= |Req2i| } END ELSE {Req3i = (BW(i, available_pre-allocated) + BW(i, available_borrowed) ) -( |Req1i | + ReqBWNCT ) IF Req3i> =0 {AvailableBWi = Req3i Send BW_AVAILABLE_MSG to all neighbors to let them know that it can lend 'AvailableBWi' bandwidth ELSE {RequiredBWi = | Req3i | Send BW_REQUIRED_MSG to all neighbors to let them know that it needs to borrow 'RequiredBWi' bandwidth END END
D. Bandwidth Accumulation
Bandwidth-Accumulation facilitates the bandwidth borrowing from ongoing calls as well as from the neighbor cells. The sub-module 'Bandwidth Accumulation' is activated periodically and during each such activation tasks completed are described as follows.
(i)
Bandwidth degradation from ongoing calls As already mentioned, the maximum and minimum required bandwidth of calls belonging to class α are same, bandwidths are degraded only from the active users of those delay-tolerant application groups that belongs to class γ. This step for bandwidth degradation from ongoing calls is applied to all application groups belonging to class γ. At this stage the amount of bandwidth needed to borrow from each active user x belonging to an application group of class γ is determined and then degraded from each ongoing call of that application group. The fraction/amount of bandwidth that would be borrowed /degraded from each active user of a particular Application Group x belonging to class γ is given in equation 6.
Here, the objective is to fairly distribute the amount of bandwidth that would be borrowed from each user of a particular application group of class γ. This sub-module will borrow bandwidth from each user of a particular application group fairly in a way maintaining the constraint that the bandwidth of any call will not be reduced below its minimum required one thus ensuring QOS requirement of that call.
(i) Bandwidth sharing among neighbor cells
On the basis of the messages BW_AVAILABLE_MSG and BW_ REQUIRED_MSG, each celli creates a table LENDER_TABLEi sorted by AvailableBW from neighbor cells in descending order and another table BORROWER_TABLEi sorted by RequiredBW from neighbor cells in descending order as given in Table 12 and Table 13 respectively. First row of the LENDER_TABLEi and BORROWER_TABLEi indicates information about the least congested neighbor and most congested neighbor respectively. The first lender Thereafter, if bandwidth remains in Cellx to lend out it broadcasts LEND_BW message and the next borrower cell in BORROWER_TABLEi responds and it goes on as described in last paragraph. If Cellx already lends out all of its additional bandwidth, the next lender cell is identified from LENDER_TABLEi and that lender cell broadcasts LEND_BW message in order to lend bandwidth to the first borrower cell cellm in the BORROWER_TABLEi whose RequiredBWm is not completely borrowed.
The process continues either till all borrower cells borrowed their required additional bandwidth or till all the lender cell lends out their additional available bandwidth. This system goes on periodically within the process of bandwidth allocation to all users.
Resource Allocation
Resource allocation for the call requests is described in section 8.
Resource De-allocation
Whenever an ongoing call terminates (for example due to completion of the call), the allocated resources (bandwidth) are released. Thus, the released bandwidth is added into the same bandwidth pool from where it was allocated.
Categorization of voice callers
The authors [17] found that 78% of total calls are with call duration less than 100 seconds which account for only 40% of traffic. Many times [17] such a short duration business call is blocked due to congestion i.e. all channels are allocated to other calls. A long-duration call reserves a channel for a longer period of time whereas a short-duration call for shorter period of time. Thus, in unit time period, a channel can support more number of short-duration calls than that of long-duration calls. During peak hours, a bandwidth allocation algorithm must pick the users that are having a high possibility of releasing bandwidth quickly than the others so as to allocate them to most of the call requests and the number of new call blocks would remain under required Grade-of-Service (GoS). This can be achieved by taking the advantage of traffic forecasting methodologies. Generally, cell operators maintain user call records in the database for the administration purpose and these can be easily utilized by the traffic forecasting algorithms. Our literature review in section 2 indicates that there has been some recent works [9] , [26] on modeling and predicting future call duration of individual users. The proposed CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme categorizes voice callers into three groups (User groups A, B and C) based on their average call duration in a particular peak hour. With the help of the traffic forecasting algorithms this user classification can further be improved.
Call Detail Register
A database is maintained at each cell in the given cellular network. The database is used to facilitate the computation of average call duration and thereby identifying the respective user group of a user during some specific peak hour slot. This database may be named as USER_CALL_DURATION. 
Figure 7. Flow Chart for bandwidth allocation at RCT
A, B and C. So, the highest priority is assigned to the user group A (the user group with shortest call durations). The call request queue is scanned continuously and at first bandwidth is allocated to the call requests from user group A. Then the remaining unallocated bandwidth (if any) is allocated to the call requests from user group B and after this allocation if unallocated bandwidth is available then it's allocated to user group C. This is to mention that this allocation is applicable only during peak hours or congestion period. Hence, the proposed algorithm will block few long duration calls to support many short duration calls and thereby reduces call blocking and increases overall call carrying capacity. Although in this work we have classified users as user groups A, B and C on the basis of their average call duration during a particular peak hour, their actual call durations are not bounded at all. Thus, a user belonging to user group A is free to make a call for longer duration.
During a particular peak hour in normal situation, a user (belonging to user group A) having shorter average call duration in that particular peak hour is given preference in call admittance; hence, the user is getting incentive for keeping his call duration shorter during congestion periods. But, if the user makes a longer call, it will affect his average call duration for that particular peak hour, and in future request for call, he might lose preference in call admittance. So, most likely such users will not continue for longer duration calls unnecessarily. During congestion when bandwidth is unavailable in a cell, all new call requests would inevitably get blocked, whereas, by assigning priority in order to user groups A, B and C, the total number of blocked calls can be reduced. But, giving preference to user group A in call admission can lead to longer delays and call drops in extreme situation for user group B and user group C. There could be some situations when users belonging to user groups B and C need to make important business calls or calls with shorter duration. In these situations, such users can avail bandwidth for calls by opting for higher price by using dynamic pricing policy as described in section 7.3. Also, the users would not have to pay higher price if their call duration does not exceed a predetermined threshold. The threshold can be considered as the average duration of the user at that particular peak hour. Following this approach, the best interest of the users and as well as of service providers is being protected.
Dynamic Pricing
There exist some unsatisfied users who did not avail the services as per their expectation. For satisfying such user, dynamic pricing is integrated in the proposed call admission control scheme. The users who are in immediate need for the service have to accept higher price for the service and they will be served immediately or relatively sooner. Those users are termed as premium users. As for the rest of the users, they would find the dynamic price unacceptable and leave the system or put their call request in the waiting queue (those users are termed as conventional users) and wait for service.
For premium users if no bandwidth is available for this premium user the longest ongoing call is preempted to make way for the premium call. If the required bandwidth is not available yet, the latest multiple ongoing calls may be pre-empted for this purpose. While the conventional users are delayed by system for certain amount of time, then, they will be served with their expected price.
If dynamic pricing is deployed at the time of congestion, the users who will accept the dynamic price (higher than normal) are the ones who are in immediate need of the service. As for the rest of the users, they would find the dynamic price unacceptable and leave the system or put their call request in the waiting queue and wait for service. Some of them might try accessing the system again. Thus, deployment of dynamic pricing will shift some of the traffic load from peak hours to non-peak hours. As the system operates, the network will be less congested and possibly yield more revenue. This module will return success in case of availability of bandwidth to serve the call request otherwise it will return failure.
Description of the proposed work
This section provides the detailed description of the proposed work. The flow chart of the proposed scheme is depicted in Figure 6 .
When the system starts execution, each cell in the given cellular network takes the following steps.
a) The three bandwidth pools (Pre-allocated Bandwidth Pool, Shared Bandwidth Pool and Borrowed Bandwidth Pool) [section 4.2.2] are initialized. b) A priority queue for waiting call request is created. c) A database USER_CALL_DURATION as described is created for maintaining user call register and thereby facilitating the computation of average call duration of the users. Whenever a user requests for a new call, the cell collects the following information (hereafter, represented as Collected_Information) with respect to the requested call.
a) The call request ID b) Time at which call request is generated c) Application Group (AGx) of the call request d) Tier-Position of the user in the cell (whether user is located at RCT or NCT of the cell) e) The required bandwidth of the call request, BWrequired, to accept the call. f) The minimum required bandwidth of the call request, BWminimum to accept the call. Now the call request is added into the priority queue for waiting call request. The requested call has to be accepted within 'threshold' time, otherwise, the call request will be blocked. As mentioned in Section 7.3, a waiting user can opt to pay higher price to avail the service earlier. This option may be provided by the user, either at the time the call request is added into the priority queue or before the call request is getting blocked. The call requests from such users are designated as premium call requests and priority of their call requests is considered as superior to all other waiting call requests.
If the Application Group of the requested call is 'α voice', it is designated as either user group A, user group B or user group C on the basis of their average call duration with the help of the database USER_CALL_DURATION. User group A belongs to the shortest duration callers whereas user group C belongs to the longest duration callers. Depending upon the traffic type of the requested call (Table 1) , the call request is positioned appropriately in the priority queue. Equal priority call requests are sorted on the basis of their arrival time.
The order of the priority in decreasing order is given below. Premium Call Requests, α -Voice User Group A, α -Voice User Group B, α -Voice User Group C, α -Other, γ -Type1, γ -Type2, γ -Type3.
While call requests are waiting in the priority queue, the sub-module Bandwidth Accumulation [Section 7.1.1] is triggered periodically.
Hereafter, the highest priority call request from the priority queue is taken out for bandwidth allocation. Depending upon the location of the originated call request (RCT/NCT) and also traffic class of the call request (Class α / class γ) the process of bandwidth allocation is different.
The principle for allocating bandwidth to call requests from RCT & NCT is explained below in sub-section 8.1. Flow charts for bandwidth allocation at RCT and NCT are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively.
Principle for allocating bandwidth to call requests from RCT & NCT
Cell-tiering concept has been used to increase bandwidth utilization by increasing frequency reuse and in turn call requests from RCT of the central cell and all neighboring cells can use the same bandwidth [section 5.1]. This common bandwidth is available in Shared Bandwidth Pool. Thus, call requests from RCT will always be served from Shared Bandwidth Pool. On the other hand, any two adjacent NCTs cannot share same bandwidth and also the bandwidth from Shared Bandwidth Pool because of interference. Consequently, emphasis is put over the scheme that call requests from RCT and NCT will be served from Shared Bandwidth Pool and Pre-allocated Bandwidth Pool respectively as long as the bandwidth remains available in the respective bandwidth pools.
In case of RCT, however, if sufficient bandwidth is not available in Shared Bandwidth Pool to accept a call request, Borrowed Bandwidth Pool is tested first for bandwidth availability and if available it will be transferred to Shared Bandwidth Pool. Thus, also in this case RCT is using the bandwidth from its neighbors. In the extreme situation, due to nonavailability of bandwidth in Borrowed Bandwidth Pool, Pre-allocated Bandwidth Pool will be tested and if the required bandwidth to allocate the call request remains available, it will be transferred to Shared Bandwidth Pool and then it's allocated from Shared Bandwidth Pool.
Likewise, at first Pre-allocated Bandwidth Pool will be used for allocating bandwidth to a call request originating at NCT. If sufficient bandwidth is not available in Pre-allocated Bandwidth Pool the scheme will try to transfer cell's own shared bandwidth from Shared Bandwidth Pool to its Pre-allocated Bandwidth Pool. If now the requirement of bandwidth cannot8be served from its own Shared Bandwidth Pool, in the extreme situation, Borrowed Bandwidth Pool will be tested for availability and if available it will be allocated to the call request. Whenever borrowed bandwidth is allocated, the same bandwidth is locked and cannot be allocated to call requests of other cells which are within the interference region. 
Existing works used for comparison with the proposed work
The proposed adaptive call admission control scheme is evaluated by comparing it with the following two schemes.
First Come First Served (FCFS) Scheme
FCFS [2] is probably the simplest of all call admission protocols. In FCFS, it is assumed that all traffic types (classes) have the same priority. The entire bandwidth is allocated on First Come First Served basis. In this method, a new call is accepted if its average required bandwidth is available. If the condition fails, call will be rejected. This method has shown to produce a better utilization of the bandwidth [2] however it has been shown to be biased against calls with high bandwidth requirement.
Frequency Reuse Partitioning (FRP) based cellular systems (EX_CAC)
The author [22] proposed an analytical model to evaluate the performance of Frequency Reuse Partitioning based call admission control (EX_CAC) in cellular systems. The authors introduced a simple channel assignment procedure that selects a channel randomly from unassigned channels. The service area of a cellular system is divided into hexagonal cells of equal size, with the base stations at the center of each cell. Also, each cell is divided into two zones; inner zone using total system channel (F= {F0,F1,F2};c), and outer zone using one third of the total system channel (Fi, i=1,2,3;co, inner channel; ci= c-c0). When a call arrives, a MS requests a channel. If it is a MS in the inner zone (inner MS), one of the unassigned channels from among set F is randomly chosen and is assigned to the MS. Otherwise, if it is a MS in the outer zone (outer MS), one of the unassigned channels from among its outer channels (F0, F1, F2) is assigned to the MS. In either case, if there is no channel available, the call is blocked and is cleared. The assigned channel is released and becomes available to other calls upon the completion of the call.
Simulation Environment, Results and Performance Comparisons
Simulation Environment
To assess the performance of the proposed CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme, a mobile cellular system with homogeneous cells and a fixed bandwidth which is permanently allocated to each cell is considered. Simulation is performed using MATLAB version 7.12.0.635 (R2011a). A cellular network consisting of 49 cells has been considered here for the simulation. The cell (base station) has a bandwidth capacity of 30 Mbps. The coverage area of each cell can be divided into Reduced Coverage Tier (RCT) and Normal Coverage Tier (NCT). Mobile Stations are assumed to be uniformly distributed across the coverage area. New call arrivals and call holding time are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with mean rate λ and an exponential distribution with mean 1/µ respectively. Seven representative traffic types [11] shown in Table 1 are carefully chosen for the simulation. Table 1 shows the exact characteristics of the traffic used in the simulation. The arrival rate for the different call categories is adjusted such that the load on the network from the different types of traffic is equal, thus the different types are equally sharing the network bandwidth. Simulations are carried out as the traffic load of every class increases. During congestion, the probability that a user will opt for higher price [8] 
Results and Performance Comparisons
Overall blocking probability, bandwidth utilization and system delay are the parameters of interest in this topic. Results of the simulation performed are described in the following subsections 10.2.1, 10.2.2 and 10.2.3 respectively.
Blocking Probability vs. System Load
Blocking probability is calculated as Blocking probability = (number of calls blocked / number of incoming calls).
Scenario I: Central cell is congested and is surrounded by uncongested neighbor cells
Overall call blocking Overall Call Blocking Probability System Load FCFS EX_CAC CAC_DPLB_MCN Figure 9 depicts the overall call blocking of the three compared schemes. FCFS scheme shows the highest call blocks among all compared schemes. The performance of EX_CAC scheme was found better compared to the FCFS scheme. However, in all offered traffic loads the call blocks in CAC_DPLB_MCN is found zero, which shows the effectiveness of the CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme. CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme thus performed well both in RCT as well as in NCT, whereas EX_CAC is good only at RCT in terms of call blocks. illustrates the variations of the call blocking probabilities of all traffic types with the increasing offered load for the EX_CAC scheme in NCT of the cell. The CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme shows its effectiveness in NCT too where also no call block occurs for all offered traffic load. It shows that the proposed CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme utilizes the borrowed bandwidth efficiently to reduce call blocks from NCT. Also, in CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme effective priority is assigned to the arrived call request and as the load increases, waiting users may opt for higher price and due to this the call blocks can further be decreased in even higher offered load. Hence, it is justified that the number of blocked calls is zero in CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme when compared with FCFS and EX_CAC. Even if it is absolutely evident that call block for the proposed scheme may show a very low value for very high load because of the underlying principle of the proposed scheme.
Scenario II: Central cell along with four congested neighbor cells Overall Call Blocking Probability System Load
FCFS EX_CAC CAC_DPLB_MCN
Overall call blocking Figure 11 depicts the overall call blocking of the three compared schemes. FCFS scheme shows the highest call blocks among all compared schemes. The performance of EX_CAC scheme was found better compared to the FCFS scheme. However, in all offered traffic loads the call blocks in CAC_DPLB_MCN is found to be minimum among all compared schemes. Since, five out of seven neighbor cells were highly congested, the proposed CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme could not borrow sufficient bandwidth from neighbor cells to serve call requests. Yet the observed call blocks in CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme is significantly lower than the EX_CAC scheme due to fact that the CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme has efficiently utilized the borrowed bandwidth from two non-congested neighbor cells. Furthermore, the effective assignment of priority to the arrived call requests and the option to higher pricing facilitated the CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme to keep the call blocks minimum. CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme thus performed well both in RCT as well as in NCT, whereas EX_CAC is good only at RCT in terms of call blocks. Figure 12 (a) illustrates the variations of the call blocking probabilities of all traffic types with the increasing offered load for the compared schemes in RCT. In case of RCT, call blocks are observed only in FCFS scheme amongst the three. This shows the effectiveness of EX_CAC and CAC_DPLB_MCN in reducing blocking by improving the frequency reuse. Figure 12 (b) illustrates the variations of the call blocking probabilities of all traffic types with the increasing offered load for the FCFS scheme in NCT of the cell while Figure 12 (c) illustrates the variations of the call blocking probabilities of all traffic types with the increasing offered load for the EX_CAC scheme in NCT of the cell. Figure 12(d) illustrates the variations of the call blocking probabilities of all traffic types with the increasing offered load for the CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme in NCT of the cell. Due to traffic prioritization and higher pricing total number of call blocks are much less compared to other two schemes. Call blocks observed in CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme are mostly belong to traffic type 6 and traffic type 7 due to their lowest priority among other traffic types.
Blocking Probability in RCT
Blocking Probability in NCT
Bandwidth Utilization vs. System Load
Bandwidth utilization is the ratio of the bandwidth utilized to the total bandwidth of the system. Figure 13 illustrates the overall bandwidth utilization of the three compared schemes in Scenario I (when only central cell is congested and is surrounded by uncongested neighbor cells). Whereas, Figure 14 demonstrates the overall bandwidth utilization of the three compared schemes in Scenario II (when central cell along with four neighbor cells are congested). FCFS scheme shows the lowest bandwidth utilization among all compared schemes. The performance of EX_CAC scheme was better when compared with FCFS because of frequency reuse implemented by EX_CAC. However, the proposed CAC_DPLB_MCN performed best when compared with the other two. This happens because of load balancing concept by considering time varying geographical traffic distribution in addition to frequency reuse by CAC_DPLB_MCN. It is observed that the bandwidth utilization by CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme in Scenario-II is less than Scenario-I. This is due to the fact that in Scenario-II the central congested cell could borrow available bandwidth only from two neighbor cells as all other neighbor cells were congested. 
System Delay vs. System Load
System delay is the time elapsed between arrival of call and allocation of bandwidth to that call. No system delay is observed in all the three compared schemes. The schemes FCFS and EX_CAC do not use any queue, and hence their delays are zero. In case of CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme due to effective prioritization of traffic types and efficient bandwidth utilization no delay was found for class α. Similarly, no delay was observed for class γ in case of CAC_DPLB_MCN as these call request types are blocked if bandwidth could not be allocated at the first attempt.
Conclusion
The proposed CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme considered concept of using the time-varying geographical multimedia traffic distributions over the cell-tiering concept in a cellular network. This newly proposed scheme utilized the pre-allocated bandwidth more efficiently and at the same time was also able to utilize the unused bandwidth of less congested cells to serve call requests of highly congested cell. CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme used concept of cell tiering thereby enabling bandwidth to be utilized simultaneously in multiple neighbor cells. Thus, the proposed scheme enhanced the bandwidth reuse in the given cluster and hence was effective in reducing the overall call blocks in the given cellular system. A message exchange based distributed scheme had been implemented so that the neighbor cells could communicate among themselves. This eradicated the need for a centralized controller which was required to keep the bandwidth usage information of various cells. This message exchange based distributed scheme also help the proposed scheme be implemented in multiple hot cell environment. Result analysis showed that under various traffic loads, the proposed scheme CAC_DPLB_MCN significantly balanced the load during congestion which is evident from the reduction of the blocking of calls to a large extent from the given cellular network. Furthermore, bandwidth utilization is most effective and system delay is found to be nil. In addition, concept of dynamic pricing which is used in the proposed CAC_DPLB_MCN scheme serves the best interest of the users as well as of the service providers. The proposed scheme thus may be used for increasing revenue of the service providers in contrast to FCFS and EX_CAC.
